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ABSTRACT 
The notion people have of the relationship between phonology and some other fields of study is that they are 
totally different and independent of one another. Some think that communication studies are independent of 
phonological studies. In fact, they may even have the notion that phonology should be restricted to the study of 
English and other languages. This article argues that phonology is a vital academic exercise/study for anybody in 
the business of communication; after all communication is done using language, and language includes phonetics 
and phonology. The article delves into academic library research to explicate the concepts of communication and 
phonology. It describes the English sound pattern with exemplifications and explores the possible problems of 
the second-language user of English, particularly the problem of MT-interference. In its conclusion, the article is 
a suggestion to communication experts and other users of English in communication to strive to attain a good 
accent of the language so that they can communicate accurately and internationally. It is also a suggestion to the 
government and other stake-holders in communication to include phonetics and phonology in the curriculum of 
communication studies; then the required accuracy can be achieved by our communication experts.     
 
INTRODUCTION 
Communication studies are aimed at making one able enough to communicate messages to others. The facilities 
with which this is done include speaking with accurate articulation. This means that communication and 
phonology are inseparable because the latter has to do with the sounds of a language, how they are articulated 
and the rules guiding their articulation to ensure an accurate expression. Accuracy in articulation is synonymous 
with accuracy in expression. Accurate communication involves accurate articulation of sounds in message 
delivery. 
The ground-level of the argument therefore is that communication involves speaking to present a message in a 
language. Speaking involves phonation, a process which, according to Omachonu (11), relates to the situation of 
the vocal cords in speech production. The phonemes of the language should be properly articulated from the 
speech organs in order for the audience to derive meaning(s) from the speaker. This speech or sound articulation 
is the involvement of phonology. Since communication involves speaking and phonology is about speaking with 
accurate articulation, phonology is relevant to communication studies. 
 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS  
By dictionary definition, communication refers to the activity or process of expressing ideas and feelings or of 
giving people information. It can also mean the methods of sending information, especially telephones, radio, 
computers to an audience. The crux of communication is message. In communication, messages are sent. 
Akmajian et ally (361 – 415) identify different kinds and shades of communication including literal 
communication, non-literal communication, sign language, symbolism and others. Standing out in their 
explication is the concept of the message model of linguistic communication, which has fascinated this article. In 
application to linguistic communication, the message model of communication involves the speaker and the 
hearer or the transmitter and the receiver or the encoder and the decoder. The channel is the vocal auditory path 
which involves the sound wave, that is, the sound of the language of communication. The idea of the “sound of 
the language” is central to phonology as it is to communication studies. 
A speaker conceives a message, produces some expression (sound) in a language that encodes the message to a 
hearer, who identifies the sound of the language to decode the message. The end-result is a successful model of 
communication, that is, a successful message model of communication (see the diagram of speech 
act/communication). Katz (103 – 104) puts the idea more succinctly; 
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                “The speaker … chooses some message he wants to convey to his listeners: 
                   Some thought he wants them to receive or some command he wants to 
                   give them or some question he wants to ask. This message is encoded in the  
                    form of a phonetic representation of an utterance by means of the system 
                    of linguistic rules with which the speaker is equipped. This encoding then  
                   becomes a signal to the speaker’s articulatory organs, and he vocalizes an  
                   utterance of a proper phonetic shape. This, in turn, is picked up by the hearer’s 
                   auditory organs. The speech sounds that stimulate these organs are then 
                   converted into a neural signal from which a phonetic representation 
                    equivalent to the one into which the speaker encoded his message is obtained. 
                    This representation is decoded into a representation of the same message 
                    the speaker originally chose to convey by the hearer’s equivalent system  
                    of linguistic rules. Hence because the hearer employs the same system 
                    of rules to decode that the speaker employs to encode, an instance of successful               
                     linguistic communication occurs”.   
From Katz’s explication, the idea of the “sound of the language” is central to human linguistic communication. 
By the term “sound of the language”, phonetics and phonology are implicated in communication. They are quite 
relevant to communication studies. What are phonetics and phonology? 
“Phonetics and phonology” can be spoken of as a unit or an entity, one meaning the other and the other meaning 
one. In that sense, it is seen as a term. But phonetics can be a concept and phonology another. According to 
Omachonu (2 – 8), phonetics is the scientific study of sounds, giving the description or analysis of what one 
hears. Like him, Wells and Colson (1975) define phonetics as the study and description of pronunciation. 
Phonetics deals with the principles and processes of pronunciation. 
Roach (2000) makes the definition clearer by causing a difference between “phonetics” and “phonology”. 
According to him, phonetics is the study of how sounds are produced and the description of the sounds 
themselves. Phonology on the other hand deals with how the sounds are pronounced and the rules guiding their 
relationships in connected speeches (cf. O’Connor: 1980).  
Whatever the distinction may be, phonetics and phonology are all about the sounds of a language. It is the 
sounds of a language that are used in communication, particularly the human linguistic communication. 
Phonology is relevant in communication studies because if the sounds of a language are not adequately learnt 
and/or articulated, communication will not be adequate or effective or may fail. In Nigerian universities and 
other higher institutions, English language is the main medium of communication. The same English is the 
medium of communication in most media houses in Nigeria. The sounds of English are therefore crucial to all 
communications done in English and communication studies that use the language as a tool. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH      
Roach (2000) presents the chart of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as revised in 1993 and up-dated in 
1996, containing twenty (20) vowel sounds and twenty-four (24) consonant sounds. A vowel sound, from the 
point of view of O’Connor (1980), is made without any clear obstruction to the pulmonic egressive air (air from 
the lungs). The twenty vowel sounds in English are categorised into 
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a) twelve (12) pure vowel sounds and 
b) eight (8) diphthongs. 
The twelve pure vowel sounds are further categorised into 
a) long pure vowel sounds and 
b) short pure vowel sounds. 
The long pure vowel sounds are articulated with long beats, and as such are written with a colon in front of them. 
Each sound of English is abstractly represented with a phonetic symbol. The phonetic symbols for the five long 
vowel sounds are 
[ i:] as in beat /bi:t/, seed /si:d/, lead /li:d/, leak /li:k/, greed /gri:d/ 
[a:] as in ask /a:sk/, art /a:t/, part /pa:t/, pass /pa:s/, mass /ma:s/, mast /ma:st/, car /ka:/ 
[ᴐ:] as in port /pᴐ:t/, court /kᴐ:t/, ball /bᴐ:l/, call /kᴐ:l/, core /kᴐ:/, sore /sᴐ:/ 
[u:] as in coo /ku:/, who /hu:/, you /ju:/, stew /stju:/, rude /ru:d/, rule /ru:l/, fool /fu:l/ 
[З:] as in bird /bЗ:d/, girl /gЗ:l/, pearl /pЗ:l/, word /wЗ:d/, work /wЗ:k/, nurse /nЗ:s/ 
The short vowel sounds are articulated with short beat. They are thus phonetically represented: 
[i] as in bit /bit/, lid /lid/, lick /lik/, grid /grid/ 
[e] as in end /end/, bed /bed/, dead /ded/, bread /bred/. 
[ᴂ] as in act /ᴂkt/, bad /bᴂd/, sack /sᴂk/, pack /pᴂk/ 
[ᴐ] as in odd /ᴐd/, hot /hᴐt/, lock /lᴐk/, socks /sᴐks/ 
[u] as in put /put/, cook /kuk/, full /ful/, foot /fut/, look /luk/ 
[Λ] as in cut  /kΛt/, under /Λnd∂/, love /lΛv/, flood /flΛd/, blood /blΛd/, suck /sΛk/ 
[∂] as in again /∂gein/, around /∂raund/, brother /brΛṍ∂/, sister /sist∂/, doctor /dᴐkt∂/ 
The diphthongs are also vowel sounds. According to O’Connor (1980), a diphthong involves the gliding of the 
tongue from the position of one pure vowel sound to the position of another pure vowel sound. For instance, if 
the tongue glides from the position of [ᴂ] to that of [i], the sound will be [ai]. The eight diphthongs in English 
are categorised into three: 
a) those which end with [i], as in [ ai, ei, ᴐi] 
b) those which end with [u], as in [ au, ∂u] 
c) those which end with [∂], as in [ i∂, e∂, u∂] 
They are thus presented inn their word examples: 
[ai] as in I /ai/, ice /ais/, eyes /aiz/, buy /bai/, fight /fait/, lie /lai/, cry /krai/ 
[ei] as in eight /eit/, aid /eid/, paste /peist/, lake /leik/, day /dei/, tailor /teil∂/ 
[ᴐi] as in oil /ᴐil/, ointment /ᴐintmnt/, boy /bᴐi/, buoy /bᴐi/, employ /implᴐi/ 
[au] as in out /aut/, house /haus/, how /hau/, town /taun/, mouth /mauθ/ 
[∂u] as in oat /∂ut/, oath /∂uθ/, ode /∂ud/, soak /s∂uk/, toe /t∂u/, though /ṍ∂u/ 
[i∂] as in ears /i∂z/, fear /fi∂/, here /hi∂/, seer /si∂/, tears (noun) /ti∂z/, cheer /t∫i∂/ 
[e∂] as in air /e∂/, care /ke∂/, fair /fe∂/, fare /fe∂/, tear (verb) /te∂/, tare /te∂/ 
[u∂] as in sure /∫u∂/, cure /kju∂/, pure /pju∂/, tour /tu∂/, spiritual /spirit∫u∂l/ 
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The twenty-four (24) consonant sounds in English can also be described according to their manners and places of 
articulation. As O’Connor (1991) puts it, a consonant sound is made with clear obstruction to the pulmonic 
egressive air (air from the lungs). By place of articulation, the reference is to the part of the mouth in which an 
obstruction is formed against the air and at which a sound is made. Gimson (1980) identifies the following places 
of articulation in the mouth 
a) the bi-labial, involving the two lips, 
b) the labio-dental, involving the lower lip and the upper teeth-set, 
c) the inter-dental, in between the two sets of the teeth, 
d) the alveolar, the point where the tip of the tongue touches the hard palate – roof of the mouth, 
e) the palato-alveolar, the point at which the tongue touches the soft palate, 
f) the velar, the point at which the back of the tongue touches the velum, 
g) the glottal, the point of obstruction at the glottis. 
 The consonant sounds are categorised into 
a) six plosive consonant sounds [ p, b; t, d; k, g] 
b) nine fricative consonant sounds [f, v; s, z; ∫, ӡ; θ, ṍ; h] 
c) two affricate consonant sounds [t∫, ʤ] 
d) three nasal consonant sounds [m, n, ŋ] 
e) four approximant/lateral consonant sounds [l, r, w, j] 
 
A plosive consonant sound is made with plosion. It explodes out of the total blockage (obstruction) built against 
the air by some of the organs of speech. The six plosive consonant sounds are thus presented and exemplified: 
[p] is a voiceless bi-labial plosive consonant sound, heard in  
pain /pein/,  
pepper /pep∂/, 
       wrapper /rᴂp∂/,  
       clap /klᴂp/  
[b] is a voiced bi-labial plosive consonant sound, heard in  
baby /beibi/,  
rubble /rΛbl/, 
 crab /krᴂb/,  
rabies /reibiz/ 
[t] is a voiceless alveolar plosive consonant sound, heard in  
tame /teim/,  
tattoo /tᴂtu:/, 
Thomas /tᴐm∂s/,  
late /leit/,  
latter /lᴂt∂/ 
[d] is a voiced alveolar plosive consonant sound, heard in  
daddy /dᴂdi/,  
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card /ka:d/, 
 redundant /tidΛnd∂nt/,  
paddle /pᴂdl/ 
[k] is a voiceless velar plosive consonant sound, heard in  
come /kΛm/,  
crack /krᴂk/,  
kettle /ketl/,  
sack /sᴂk/ 
[g] is a voiced velar plosive consonant sound, heard in  
gaggle /gᴂgl/,  
rag /rᴂg/,  
ghost /g∂ust/,  
lag /lᴂg/,  
lager /lᴂg∂/ 
A fricative consonant sound is made with friction. The nine fricative consonant sounds in English are hereby 
presented phonetically with some word-examples: 
[f] is a voiceless labio-dental fricative consonant sound, heard in  
fame /feim/,  
leaflet /li:flet/,  
life /laif/,  
phantom /fᴂnt∂m/,  
laugh /la:f/ 
[v] is a voiced labio-dental fricative consonant sound, heard in  
vest /vest/, 
 river /riv∂/, 
 Stephen /stiv∂n/,  
grieve /gri:v/ 
[s] is a voiceless alveolar fricative consonant sound, heard in  
sick /sik/,  
cell /sel/,  
rice /rais/,  
kiss /kis/,  
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wrist /rist/  
[z] is a voiced alveolar fricative consonant sound heard in 
 zebra /zibr∂/,  
zeal /zi:l/, 
 reason /ri:zn/,  
rise /raiz/,  
razor /reiz∂/,  
breeze /bri:z/ 
[∫] is a voiceless palato-alveolar fricative consonant sound heard in  
ship /∫ip/, 
champaigne /∫ᴂmpein/,  
mission /mi∫∂n/,  
condition /k∂ndi∫∂n/,  
fisher /fi∫∂/ 
[ӡ] is a voiced palato-alveolar fricative consonant sound, heard in  
genre /ӡa:nr∂/, 
       measure /meiӡ∂/,  
       leisure /li:ӡ∂/, 
       beige /beiӡ/ 
[θ] is a voiceless inter-dental fricative consonant sound, heard in  
thing /θiŋ/,  
nothing /nᴐθiŋ/,  
bath /ba:θ/,  
breath /breθ/ 
[ṍ] is a voiced inter-dental fricative consonant sound, heard in  
then /ṍen/,  
that /ṍᴂt/, 
northern /nᴐ:ṍ∂n/,  
bathe /beiṍ/,  
breathe /bri:ṍ/ 
[h] is a voiceless glottal fricative consonant sound, heard in  
house /haus/, 
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 hell /hel/, 
 rehearse /rihЗ:z/,  
bee-hive /bi:haiv/ 
The affricate consonant sounds are a combination of the plosive and the fricative. The sound begins with plosion 
and ends up in friction. They are: 
[t∫] is a voiceless alveolar affricate consonant sound heard in  
church /t∫З:t∫/, 
 change /t∫einʤ/,  
ritual /rit∫u∂l/,  
actual /ᴂkt∫u∂l/,  
Chelsea /t∫elsi:/ 
[ʤ] is a voiced alveolar affricate consonant sound heard in  
James /ʤeimz/, 
 judges /ʤΛʤiz/, 
 George /ʤᴐ:ʤ/, 
 knowledge /nᴐliʤ/,  
privilege /priviliʤ/ 
The nasal consonant sounds are made with the air exiting through the nasal cavity instead of the mouth cavity. 
The three nasal consonant sounds in English are voiced and thus presented with word-examples: 
[m] is a voiced bi-labial nasal consonant sound heard in  
mammal /mᴂm∂l/,  
name /neim/ 
[n] is a voiced alveolar nasal consonant sound heard in 
 nanny /nᴂni/, 
 cain /kein/, 
 cane /kein/ 
[ŋ] is a voiced velar nasal consonant sound heard in 
 sing /siŋ/,  
singing /siŋiŋ/, 
 bank /bᴂŋk/. 
According to Roach (61), “a lateral consonant is one in which the passage of the air through the mouth does not 
go in the usual way; instead, there is complete closure between the centre of the tongue and the part of the roof 
of the mouth where a contact is to be made”. An example is the lateral /l/ in which the centre of the tongue 
makes contact with the hard palate (alveolar ridge). The consonant /l/ and the other approximants are voiced. It is 
heard in words such as  
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late /leit/ 
release /reli:z/ 
kettle /ketl/ 
local /l∂uk∂l/. 
It is to be noted that the /l/ in “local” is different from the /l/ in “kettle” in the sense that one is non-syllabic while 
the other is syllabic. A syllabic consonant sound is the one that forms a syllable on its own, as in 
kett-le /ket-l/ 
bott-le /bᴐt-l/ 
catt-le /kᴂt-l/ 
bubb-le /bΛb-l/ 
brist-le /bris-l/. 
The syllabic /l/ may be followed by a consonant but not by a vowel sound, as in 
bott-les /bᴐt-lz/ 
bubb-les /bΛb-lz/ 
drizz-les /driz-lz/. 
The non-syllabic /l/ forms a syllable with other sounds- vowels and consonants, as in 
lo-cal /l∂u-k∂l/ 
pas-to-ral /pᴂs-t∂-r∂l/ 
cul-tu-ral /kΛl-t∫∂-r∂l/ 
la-te-ral /lᴂ-t∂-r∂l/. 
Another syllabic consonant sound in English is /n/, as in 
butt-on /bΛt-n/ 
cott-on /kᴐt-n/ 
doz-ens /dΛz-nz/ 
doe-sn’t  /dΛz-nt/. 
Another special lateral consonant sound is /r/ as heard in 
rain /rain/ 
lorry /lᴐri/ 
characterization /kᴂr∂kt∂raizei∫∂n/ 
The lateral /r/ can be vocalic and non-vocalic, thus we speak of vocalic ‘r’ and non-vocalic ‘r’. A vocalic ‘r’ is 
the one that appears in a context where it must be articulated, that is ‘r’ followed by a vowel sound, as in 
/rein/ rain 
/lᴐri/ lorry 
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/kᴂr∂kt∂raizei∫∂n/ characterization. 
The lateral ‘r’ becomes non-vocalic, unarticulated if it is followed by a consonant sound or a full stop, as in, /ka: 
f∂ mai fᴂmili/ “car for my family”. It will be phonologically wrong to articulate /ka:r f∂r mai fᴂmili/, as that is 
contrary to the BBC English which has been adopted as the standard accent (cf. Uzoezi; 1992, also Roach; 
2000). In an international communication, articulations that do not conform to the standard have the capability of 
affecting understanding adversely. The interlocutors may not be able to decode accurately, thereby missing the 
essence of the message. Wells (1996) speaks of the possibility of the rejection of a message delivered in a 
substandard accent, as the interlocutor may begin to look down on the speaker of such an accent and the 
message. He explicates that in his theory of “intelligibility versus acceptability”. 
The other lateral consonant sounds are 
[w], a bi-labial lateral consonant sound heard in words such as 
waste /weist/ 
waist /weist/ 
wicked /wikid/ 
witches /wit∫iz/ 
rewind /riwaind/ 
bewitch /biwit∫/ 
rewire /riwai∂/ 
hay-wire /heiwai∂/ 
Like the glottal fricative consonant sound [h], the bi-labial lateral-approximant [l] does not make a final position 
of occurrence in words. It is only heard in initial and medial positions of occurrence in words. 
[j], a palato-alveolar lateral consonant sound is heard in words such as 
yam /jᴂm/ 
year /je∂/ 
yes /jes/ 
yeast /ji:st/ 
Riyad /rijᴂd/ 
europe /ju∂r∂p/ 
Eunice /ju:nis/ 
union /ju:nj∂n/ 
unite /ju:nait/ 
university /ju;niv∂siti/  
The sound [j] is not typographically obvious in its cluster with other consonant sounds in some words, as in 
/nju:/ new 
/fju:/ few 
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/pju:/ pew 
/stju:/ stew 
/hju:/ hew 
       
     THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SOUNDS IN COMMUNICATION 
The knowledge of the sounds of a language is significant in human linguistic communication, and that of English 
is not different. As a result of imperfect learning and other linguistic factors, some people find it difficult to 
articulate some English words appropriately, thereby impeding communication in the language. In discussing the 
orthography of the English language in relation to other languages, Williamson (1984) identifies the lack of 
correlation of the orthographies as the reason for people’s poor articulation of some English words. Actually 
some letters of the English alphabet are not present in the native languages (L1s) of some of the non-natives who 
use English in communication. The elements of their mother tongues (MTs) have become fossilized in them, and 
as a result, they find it difficult to cope where there is no correlation between their language(s) and English. This 
lack of correlation accounts for cases of MT-interference in some non-native English speech. Some examples of 
such interference include 
 
a) the typical Hausa’s English speech or accent in expressions such as 
 
/fi:f∂l/ instead of /pi:pl/ people  
 
/ribЗ:s/ instead of /rivЗ:s/ reverse 
 
/ribais/ instead of /rivaiz/ revise 
 
/pi;zis/ instead of /fiziks/ physics 
 
/eif/ instead of /eip/ ape 
 
/paib/ instead of /faiv/ five 
 
b) the typical Yoruba’s English speech or accent in expressions such as 
 
/rif∂/ instead of /riv∂/ river 
 
/refisᴐn/ for /riviӡn/ revision 
 
/refaif∂l/ for /rivaiv∂l/ revival 
 
/ref∂rend/ for /rev∂rend/ reverend 
 
/sebr∂/ for /zibr∂/ zebra 
 
/su:/ for /zu:/ zoo 
 
/bi:si/ instead of /bi:zi/ busy 
 
/telefisᴐn/ instead of /televiӡ∂n/ television 
 
/neisᴐn/ instead of /nei∫∂n/ nation 
 
/sug∂/ instead of /∫ug∂/ sugar 
 
/inglisi/ instead of /ingli∫/ English 
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c) the typical Idoma and Igala English speech in expressions such as  
 
/ʤu:/ instead of /zu:/ zoo 
 
/t∫З:t/ instead of /∫З:t/ shirt 
 
/t∫∂uʤ∂/ instead of /s∂ulʤ∂/ soldier 
 
/rᴂt∫it∫/ instead of /rᴂ∫iz/ rashes 
 
/lᴐt∫it∫/ instead of /lᴐsiz/ losses 
 
/kᴐt∫t/ instead of /kᴐst/ cost 
 
/t∫∂up/ instead of /s∂up/ soap 
 
/riʤᴐt/ instead of /rizΛlt/ result 
 
d) the typical Igbo speaker of English has a very heavy accent and stresses the vowel sound so 
unnecessarily. This aspect is more noticeable in the prosody of the language. One other feature of the 
Igbo English speech is the issue of nasalization. This is the addition of nasal escape of air to a sound 
which would not normally have it. Examples include 
  
/if hi: nkᴐms t∂ ju:/ instead of /if hi: kΛmz t∂ ju:/ if he comes to you 
 
/npau∂ npau∂/ instead of /pau∂r ᴂn pau∂/ power and power 
 
/hi:z nᴐt hi∂riŋ mi n/ instead of /hi: kᴂn∂t hi∂ mi/ he cannot hear me 
 
Some introduce extra vowel sounds where they should not be, as in 
 
/teibulu/ instead of /teibl/ table 
 
/bᴐ:lu/ instead of /bᴐ:l/ ball 
 
/kᴐ:pu/ instead of /kΛp/ cup 
 
/gla:si/ instead of /gla:s/ glass 
 
/desiki/ instead of /desk/ desk 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The above illustrations of the sounds of English show that communication in English depends on the knowledge 
one has of the sounds of the language. Inadequate knowledge or imperfect learning of the sounds of the language 
will amount to inaccuracy in communication in the language. 
What should be done therefore is that communicators should do their best to attain the standard English 
pronunciation, that is for people who communicate in English. The argument has been that the standard English 
pronunciation like the BBC accent is almost unattainable. Even though it is almost unattainable, speakers should 
strive towards it since our communication may not just be within the confines of our nation but beyond, that is, 
communicating internationally. 
Communication experts should study phonetics and phonology as that would give them the required expertise in 
speech, that is, using the correct accent in the language of communication. For students of mass communication 
and others in school of journalism, phonetics and phonology should be a major course which they should study 
thoroughly so as to be able to communicate with the required articulation. It is professionally horrible to hear a 
broadcaster in any of the media organisations casting news or anchoring a programme using an accent marked 
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with his MT-interference. Such a speech would suffer rejection and the message may not be passed to the  target 
audience. Phonology is indeed relevant to communication studies. 
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